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Compliant substrate technology offers an effective approach to grow high-quality multilayered
films, of importance to microelectronics and microelectromechanical systems devices. By using a
thin, soft substrate to relieve the mismatch strain of an epitaxial film, the critical thickness of misfit
dislocation formation in the overlayer is effectively increased. Experiments have indicated that stiff
films deposited onto Si substrates can delaminate at the interface. However, the atomic mechanisms
of the deformation and the fracture of the films have not been well studied. Here, we have applied
molecular dynamics simulations to study the delamination of a stiff body-centered-cubic crystalline
film from a compliant Si substrate due to tensile loading. The observed mechanical behavior is
shown to be relatively independent of small changes in temperature, loading rate, and system size.
Fracture occurs at the interface between the two materials resulting in nearly atomically clean
surfaces. Dislocations are seen to nucleate in the body-centered-cubic film prior to delamination. At
higher strains, a phase change to a face centered cubic is observed within the body-centered-cubic
film, facilitating extensive dislocation growth and interaction. The various defects that form prior to
fracture are discussed and related to the mechanical properties of the system. © 2009 American
Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3238521�

I. INTRODUCTION

As electronic devices shrink in scale, their properties
become increasingly sensitive to the structural defects. Com-
pliant substrate technology has become a potent approach to
control defects in complicated multilayer structures com-
posed of lattice-mismatched materials. By choosing a thin,
soft substrate for an overlayer film, it is hoped that the sub-
strate will elastically respond to the mismatch strain, reliev-
ing some of the strain present within the epitaxial overlayer.
This strain relief can increase the critical thickness for misfit
dislocation formation in the overlayer, thereby significantly
reducing the dislocation density.

As Si is the primary material used in microelectronics
and microelectromechanical systems devices, its use as a
substrate material has been extensive. Although Si is brittle,
it has relatively low elastic moduli compared to some metals
�e.g., W�. As a result, Si is of considerable interest as a
compliant substrate for these stiff metals. Previous studies
have indicated that stiff films on compliant substrates often
fail through buckling and cracking.1 Here, molecular dynam-
ics �MD� simulations are performed to examine the effects of
tensile loading of a model body-centered-cubic �bcc� film on
a Si in order to help understand the fundamental origins of
these failure mechanisms. In particular, the mechanical be-
haviors of the film and substrate prior to and during delami-
nation are presented.

In this paper, we first examine the effects of varying the
simulation conditions on the resulting observed behavior of
the yielding and fracturing of the films. Next, the fracture
behavior is characterized. Finally, we explore the details of
the yielding behavior, where, in addition to dislocations, a
bcc-to-fcc transition is discovered to occur at high strains.
Stress induced transitions of this type have recently been
simulated for Fe at crack tips2 and have experimentally been
observed in severely deformed nanocrystalline steel3 but
have not been shown for other bcc materials such as Mo and
W. Explanations for how this behavior occurs in the current
simulations and facilitates dislocation motion are provided.

II. METHOD

A. Interatomic potentials

The interactions between the Si atoms were modeled by
a Tersoff potential using the parameters given by Tersoff for
good elastic constant predictions.4,5 The interactions between
the model bcc metal �M� atoms were modeled using the ana-
lytical embedded atom method approach6–8 with the param-
eters listed in Table I. A Morse potential, ��r�=0.8�exp�
−4�r−3��−2 exp�−2�r−3���, for r in angstrom and � in eV,
was used for the cross interaction between M and Si atoms.

For our applications, the material properties such as the
lattice constants, the cohesive energies, the elastic constants,
the surface energies, and the increases in energy during
phase transformations are all important. The lattice constants
affect lattice mismatch. The cohesive and surface energies
are key parameters regarding fracture strength. The elastic
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constants determine the relative compliance of the materials
and the dislocation energy �which, in turn, affects the elastic
and plastic behaviors�. Finally, the increases in energy due to
the phase transformations determine both the deformation
path �e.g., the phase transformation deformation mechanism
of shape-memory alloys� and the stability of the bcc phase.
The predicted values of these properties for the Si potential
used have been previously published.4,5,9 The values for the
M potential were calculated here. All of the relevant proper-
ties predicted by both potentials are listed in Tables II and
III, along with experimentally determined values for Si.9,10 It
should be noted that although M is being considered as a
model element in the work presented here, its lattice con-
stant, cohesive energy, elastic constants, and surface energies
closely match with the experimental values of W.11–15 In ad-
dition, the model for M correctly predicts an increase in en-
ergy due to a bcc to face-centered-cubic �fcc� phase change.
The cross interaction was tuned to correctly predict the pres-
sure profiles experimentally observed in W on Si films.16

B. MD model

Direct MD simulations of the deposition of W on a �010�
Si surface16 indicated that W grows into a �010� textured bcc
crystal with its �100� directions parallel to the �101� direc-
tions of the �010� Si surface. As the lattice constant and other
properties of our modeled M element match the properties of
W, this type of interface was selected for study in this work.
Our system assumes that the interface between the two ma-
terials lies on the global x-z plane, and the tensile loading is
applied in the y-direction corresponding to the �010� direc-
tion in both materials. Accordingly, the x-, y-, and z-axes of
the global system are aligned with the �101�, �010�, and

�1̄01� directions of Si and with the �100�, �010�, and �001�
directions of M. The system size in the x- and z-directions
was chosen to be about 126.75 Å. This closely fits both 33
repeat units of Si �101� planes and 40 repeat units of M �100�
planes, with a low mismatch strain in the M of about
�0.000 69. Periodic boundary conditions were imposed in
the x- and z-directions. The film was given a finite thickness

in the y-direction with the atoms in the outermost 15 Å on
both free surfaces being held at perfect bulk lattice positions.

A reasonable interfacial structure was created by first
positioning the M crystal above �positive y-direction� the Si
crystal with a gap between the two materials slightly larger
than the expected atomic spacing. Next, a molecular statics
simulation was carried out to minimize the system energy
and relax the interfacial structure. Finally, the interface was
further allowed to relax through the use of a MD simulation
at the simulated temperature with no applied loads. In this
work, the x- and z-dimensions were held constant, and a
Nose/Hoover thermostat17 was used to control the tempera-
ture. An example of the simulated M/Si system containing a
relaxed interface is shown in Fig. 1. We found that following
the relaxation process, rippled structures developed at the
interface, similar to what was previously observed in Ni/Si
and Al/Si systems.18 The rippling occurred due to M and Si
atoms at the interface moving to fill the gaps produced by the
mismatch between the two lattices.

To apply a tensile strain to the system, constant tempera-
ture MD simulations were performed where the bottom 15 Å
of Si atoms was fixed and the top 15 Å of M atoms was
constrained to move at a constant rate. A gauge length was
specified within the specimen prior to the test, and all atoms
within that section were identified. The change in length dur-
ing the test was determined by finding the maximum and
minimum y-coordinate for the atoms that were contained
within the initial gauge length. The applied stress was calcu-
lated as the average virial stress19 over all of the gauged
atoms. All simulations were performed using the LAMMPS

software.20

III. RESULTS

A. Stress versus strain relationships

The simulations were carried out at accelerated strain
rates in the range of 108–109 s−1. To explore the effects of
these accelerated strain rates and the small sample dimen-
sions of the simulation systems, stress versus strain curves
were calculated for simulation runs with varying strain rates

TABLE I. Embedded atom method potential parameters used for metal M.

re

�Å� fe �e=�s � �
A

�eV�
B

�eV�

2.740 840 3.487 340 37.234 847 8.900 114 4.746 728 0.882 435 1.394 592
� � Fn0 �eV� Fn1 �eV� Fn2 �eV� Fn3 �eV� F0 �eV�
0.139209 0.278417 �4.946 281 �0.148 818 0.365 057 �4.432 406 �4.96
F1 �eV� F2 �eV� F3 �eV� 	 Fe �eV� 
 �

0 0.661 935 0.348 147 0.582 714 �4.961 306 0.85 1.15

TABLE II. Lattice constant a �Å�, cohesive energy Ec �eV/atom�, elastic constants C11 �GPa�, C12 �GPa�, and
C44 �GPa�, and energy increase �Ebcc→fcc �eV/atom� during the bcc→ fcc phase transformation. Calculated
values of Si and experimental values �in parentheses� are from Ref. 9.

Element a Ec C11 C12 C44 �Ebcc→fcc

M 3.165 �8.76 522.5 204.2 160.8 0.16
Si 5.43 �5.43� �4.63 ��4.63� 143 �167� 75 �65� 69 �81� ¯
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and sample thicknesses at a fixed temperature of 300 K. The
results are shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2�a� compares the behav-
ior of two systems with different sample thicknesses both
subject to the same strain rate of 2.88109 s−1, while Fig.
2�b� shows the effect of two different strain rates at the same
sample thickness �	87 Å M and 	107 Å Si�. The oscilla-
tion during elastic loading seen in Fig. 2 is known to result
from a shockwave created during accelerated tensile
loading.18 The effect of the shockwave is effectively elimi-
nated by using the relatively low strain rate of 2.97
108 s−1, as seen in Fig. 2�b�. It can be seen that the results,
especially the elastic deformation and initial yielding, are not
sensitive to the system dimension and strain rate within the
explored ranges.

The stress versus strain curves were also measured at
two additional low temperatures of 20 and 50 K with a fixed
strain rate of 2.88109 s−1 and a fixed sample thickness of
	87 Å M and 	107 Å Si. It was found that this change in
temperature also did not affect the initial yielding.

Figure 2 shows that upon loading, the specimen initially
deformed elastically before yielding at a strain of approxi-
mately 0.1. Strain hardening can be seen following the yield
up until the fracture occurred at a strain of 	0.25. To isolate
the deformation behavior occurring in each material, two ad-
ditional gauge lengths were specified: one containing only Si
atoms and the other containing only M atoms. These smaller
gauge lengths allowed for stress versus strain plots to be
developed for each component material in the composite sys-
tem. Two examples of the stress versus strain plots, measured
respectively for M and Si, are shown in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�,
respectively. As indicated in Fig. 3�a�, M shows three ex-
pected stages of behavior: elastic deformation, extensive
yielding, and strain hardening. In contrast, Fig. 3�b� shows
that Si behaves elastically over the entire strain range ex-
plored, although the elastic behavior deviates from linearity
at large strains. The plastic yielding within M will be further
explored through an analysis of dislocation motion.

Because no shockwave was observed at the slower strain
rates and temperature and sample thickness had little effect
on the overall behavior over the range explored, the remain-
ing analysis focused solely on one tested case: sample thick-
nesses of 	87 Å �M� and 	107 Å �Si�, strain rate of 2.97
108 s−1, and temperature of 300 K.

B. Fracture observation

The evolution of atomic scale configurations around the
time of fracture has been examined, and one example is
shown in Fig. 4. An analysis of the images showed that
cracks initiated at one point along the interface and then
proceeded to expand outward along the interface. This is
consistent with the previous observations for Al/Si
interfaces18 that cracks initiated at the highly strained sites of
the rippled interface. As the crack propagated along the in-

TABLE III. Surface energies � �J m−2� for various surfaces. Calculated
values of Si are from Ref. 9, and experimental values �in parentheses� are
from Ref. 10.

Element �010� �011� �111�

M 2.98 2.56 3.32
Si 2.31 �2.13� 1.57 �1.51� 1.29 �1.23�

FIG. 1. �Color online� Front view of the simulated system.

FIG. 2. �a� Thickness and �b� strain rate effects on stress vs strain curves.
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terface �Figs. 4�b� and 4�c��, Si developed a wavy appear-
ance as the regions that had separated from the M attempted
to relax to their unstrained positions while other regions re-
mained attached. This is best seen in the diagonal view of the
system �Fig. 4�c��. It further confirms that Si is relatively
more compliant than M. The complete fracture �Fig. 4�d��
resulted in the formation of atomically clean M and Si sur-
faces. However, while the fractured Si surface remained
atomically flat, the M surface appeared to contain many steps
characteristic of dislocation motion.

C. Slip mechanisms at a small strain „<0.12…

To more clearly show the defects that formed within the
M during loading, parameters that distinguish defects from a

perfect lattice are needed. Here, we use the slip vector pa-
rameter developed previously.21 The slip vector is defined as
S� i=−1 /Ns
 j�i

N �R� i,j −R� i,j
0 �, where N is the total number of

nearest neighbors to atom i, Ns is the number of neighbors
that are on an adjacent slip plane to atom i �e.g., Ns=3 if slip
occurs on a �111� fcc lattice�, R� i,j

0 is the vector from atoms i
to its neighbor j at an initial reference configuration, and R� i,j

is the corresponding vector at the current configuration. By
finding the relative displacement of the nearest neighbor at-
oms j with respect to a given atom i, it can be determined if
a plane neighboring atom i has slipped and in what direction.
Dividing by −Ns scales the vector’s magnitude so that it will
be equal to the Burgers vector of the dislocation that caused
the slip.

The deformation mechanisms present during the simula-
tions have been explored by mapping the magnitude of the
slip vector to the atom configurations. This analysis revealed
no defects within the Si and therefore confirmed that Si re-
mained elastic prior to the fracture. In sharp contrast, signifi-
cant defects were seen in M. Here, we first demonstrate the
defects formed in M at relatively small strains. One typical
example is shown in Fig. 5 for a strain of 0.089. To improve
the quality of the demonstration, the image was made after
an energy minimization simulation was applied to relax the
atom positions while under the applied strain. In Fig. 5, all Si
atoms are colored white, whereas M atoms are colored ac-
cording to the magnitude of the slip vector with the color
scaled so that atoms with slipped distances outside of the
0.4–0.8 Å range are invisible. Figure 5 clearly reveals
slipped planes that formed during the early stage of loading.
The slip occurred due to the emission of dislocations into M
from the interface primarily at the rippled sites where the
mismatch stress was the highest. The onset of dislocation
emission corresponded well with the yielding of the system.

FIG. 3. Isolated �a� M and �b� Si behavior.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Interfacial fracture process. �a� Prior to crack forma-
tion, �b� during crack propagation, �c� another view of the crack propaga-
tion, and �d� after fracture.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Slip configuration of a system at a relatively small
strain of 0.089. For M, only atoms with slip magnitudes between 0.40 and
0.80 Å are shown.
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Figure 5 shows that the magnitude of the slip vector is
	0.45 Å. If the crystallographic orientations are referenced
with respect to bcc M, then it can be seen that slip occurred

on a �1̄21� plane and that the in-plane slip vector is 1
12�111̄�.

This type of slip has a Schmid factor of 0.471. It is therefore
a favorable system for slip and is expected in bcc
systems.22,23 In addition, it can be seen that the slip planes
are wavy and ill defined, which is also consistent with the
bcc lattice where slip planes can be a local combination of
�110� and �112� planes.24

D. Slip mechanisms at a large strain „>0.12…

A similar analysis of the slip vector has also been used to
study the defects in M at large strains. As an example, Fig. 6
shows the slip configuration of the system at a strain of
	0.128, where atoms with a slipped distance outside of the
0.89–1.61 Å range are invisible. Figure 6 clearly reveals ex-
tensive slipped planes that formed at the late stage of the
tensile loading. Examinations indicated that the slip planes
are of the �110� type. Nonparallel �110� planes interact to
form a network of rectangular pipes along the �111� direc-
tion. It can be seen that the yielding observed in Fig. 2 cor-
responds well with the extensive slip seen in Fig. 6.

Analyses indicated that during the loading, the leading
partial dislocations are nucleated at the interface and then
quickly swept through the crystal. If the strain is not signifi-
cant enough to nucleate voids, the trailing partial dislocations
can be pinned at the interface. This resulted in the formation
of the observed structure of the slipped planes. To further
examine the slipped nature and the Burgers vector of the

partial dislocations, four consecutive �1̄10� planes in a circu-
lar region indicated in Fig. 6 are shown in Fig. 7, with the

�1̄10� direction coming out of the image and the circles rep-

resenting the atoms ordered as shown in the legend. As a
reference for comparing the two images, note that the lower
two planes of atoms shown in Fig. 7 are invisible in Fig. 6 as
they have relatively small slip distances, and only the fully
seen large and small atoms shown in Fig. 7 are also visible in
Fig. 6.

Figure 7 reveals several interesting phenomena: the sym-
metry of the planes is hexagonal; the ratio of the double
plane spacing to in-plane atom spacing is about 1.633; and
the three consecutive planes �large circles� are stacked in an
“ABC…” sequence. Note that the large slip distance calcu-
lated for the top two planes of atoms is due to the relative
shift between these planes and that no significant shift has
occurred between other atoms. The stacking of the large
circle atoms is therefore representative of the majority of
regions where the shift is not significant. The observations
made above indicate that these regions have transformed to a
fcc structure.

The dashed circles in Fig. 7 mark the positions where the
small atoms should be for a fcc structure had slip not oc-
curred between the top two planes of atoms. By comparing
the position of the small atoms with dashed circles, we find

that the small atoms have slipped in the �1̄1̄0� direction in
reference to the original bcc structure. Note that the Schmid

factor for the critical resolved shear stress upon the �1̄10�
plane is the highest in the observed �110� slip direction with
a value of 0.5. The Schmid factor is reduced to 0.408 in the
bcc close-packed direction �111�. By accounting for the
phase change and converting to the crystallographic orienta-
tions of the fcc structure, the slip plane is seen to essentially
be �111�, and the Burgers vector of the slip is seen to corre-

spond to 1
6 �112̄� partial dislocations. These observations are

related to the Bain relation shown in Fig. 8, where we can
see that the bcc lattice can be represented as a face-centered-
tetragonal lattice that can transform to a fcc lattice during a

FIG. 6. �Color online� Slip configuration of a system at a relatively large
strain of 0.128. For M, only atoms with slip magnitudes between 0.89 and
1.61 Å are shown.

FIG. 7. �Color online� A projection of four consecutive �1̄10� planes in the
circular region shown in Fig. 6. The top two planes �the full large circles and
the small circles� have slip magnitudes between 0.89 and 1.61. The dashed
circles indicate the “correct” sites if the red atoms did not slip.
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uniaxial extension in the y-direction. In particular, we can

see that the bcc �1̄10� plane is essentially a �transformed� fcc

�111� plane, and the bcc �1̄1̄0� direction is essentially a fcc

�112̄� direction. The observed behavior therefore agrees with

the 1
6 �112̄� �111� slip systems being commonly encountered

in the fcc crystals.
The finding obtained in the present work suggests an

interesting deformation mechanism that may not be known
previously. When a bcc material is subject to a high strain,
the lattice may be elastically distorted toward a fcc lattice.

The 1
6 �112̄� �111� types of fcc slip systems can then be acti-

vated and contribute to the plastic deformation. When the
stress is removed, the lattice can elastically recover to bcc.
However, dislocations created during the slip are retained.
These dislocations in the bcc lattice have apparent slip planes

of �110� and an apparent slip direction �11̄0�. Interestingly,
such slip systems have been observed.25

The present work is based on a few assumptions: �a� the
system prior to the loading is dislocation free; �b� the model
element M is characterized by a bcc→ fcc energy increase of
0.16 eV/atom; �c� the top and bottom layers of the simulated
system are treated as rigid, which prevents dislocations from
sweeping through; and �d� the system size is limited. Under
these conditions, interesting phenomena such as the forma-
tion of slipped pipes and a bcc→ fcc transformation assisting
further plastic deformation were observed. While further
studies are needed to understand the effects of boundary con-
ditions, loading algorithms, and pre-existing defect sources,
it is particularly interesting to explore how the phase trans-
formation deformation mechanism changes if one varies the
energy difference between the bcc and fcc phases of the
model element.

The observed yielding behavior of these films can be
interpreted as a result of a competition for the strain energy
to be released either as dislocation nucleation �plastic behav-
ior� or free surface creation �interfacial fracture�. For our
system, the strain energy in M leads to the formation of
dislocations and a phase change from bcc to fcc to promote
further dislocation nucleation prior to activating the mecha-
nism of film delamination. This behavior is greatly affected
by numerous factors, including but not limited to the inter-

facial energy, the number and shape of defects at the inter-
face, the initial crystallographic orientation, and the relative
stiffnesses of the two layers.

In comparing a thin film that has larger stiffness relative
to the substrate with one that is of lower stiffness, a stiffer
material requires greater stress to strain; therefore, a higher
strain energy is available for yielding/phase transformation
behavior to occur. At the same time, the strain at the interface
within the stiffer material would be lower than that for a
more compliant material, which could make the interface
more resistant to fracture. For thin films that are more com-
pliant than their underlying substrates, less strain energy re-
sides within the film, and it may not be sufficient to activate
this slip mechanism.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

MD simulations have been carried out to study the
delamination of a stiff bcc film from a Si substrate under
tensile loading. The system was found to undergo elastic
deformation, followed by an extensive yielding behavior be-
fore finally fracturing at the interface. The yielding is accom-
panied by dislocation emission from the interface to the in-
side of the film, whereas no dislocations were observed

inside Si. As expected in bcc systems, 1
12�111̄� �1̄21� types of

leading partial dislocations are seen to sweep through the
crystal at the early stage of the loading, leaving behind
slipped planes extending all the way to the interface. At later
stages of the loading, however, the bcc film is seen to trans-
form to a fcc lattice, and the leading partial dislocations be-

come the 1
6 �112̄� �111� �reference to fcc lattice� types com-

monly seen in fcc systems. These dislocations in the bcc
lattice have apparent slip planes of �110� and an apparent slip

direction �11̄0�. This observed yielding behavior is the result
of the high strain energies achieved in the bcc material prior
to fracture. Later, during crack propagation, the exposed Si
exhibits wavy features indicative of a compliant behavior as
the fractured regions attempt to relax to the unconstrained
positions but are constrained by the unfractured regions that
remain adhered to the film.
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